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this is a great disney film and i enjoyed it as much as inside out, in fact, i really recommend it to anyone,
especially those who are fans of pixar and especially those who are just starting out. its also one of the

best pixar films to be making a comeback, or in fact, to have come back from hiatus to make a
comeback. if you don't know what i am talking about, you can read my thoughts on frozen, toy story 4,
and coco in my review of frozen , or my thoughts on toy story 4 , or my thoughts on coco . coco helped
me to the realization that animation is not just for children, as i used to think, but can be of a lot of use
and value to everyone including adults. i only have this one criticism; when the film gets to the point
where they start celebrating its development, it gets a bit over the top, reminding you that they have

already made a gigantic accomplishment, but the film can become a bit silly here and there.it is a lovely
thing to watch the film though, the music is uplifting, the animation is beautifully crafted, and the story
is heartwarming. the cinematography is great, especially the use of colours, which are used wonderfully
in all the characters. although the film was supposed to be a musical, i personally found myself enjoying

it a lot more as a story. the adventure, tricks and the overcoming of them, is only shown well in
animation, and the story flows well too. coco, directed by lee unkrich, features a band of characters who
are changing the face of hollywood with their bold creativity. philbin uses animation to take us through a

journey filled with hilarity and unadulterated joy. personally, i think that this is one of the most
innovative and creative animated films since it was made. i would rather prefer to watch this film than
watch any other type of film and i doubt i would ever find one better than this. i am a fan of the film

because of the characters and the story, and this movie really made me want to go to one of the
theatres to watch the film.
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much like finding nemo, as an animated family film (which is not saying much in today’s disney) coco is
great, with its affection, interesting and appropriate messages (you will need to ask a child to explain some
things to you) and it is a very well made film. there is a good amount of heart, some humour and all without
the cartoons antics. it has probably been one of the most talked about films of the year, so it is the time to

see it. seem like the plot of coco is a retelling of a story from the legends, the yoruba. much like the lion king
(good comparison but not a direct link), coco continues the story of miguel’s character. the characters are

not children and they are not teenagers, its a story for them and generations to come, much like black
panther does. i enjoyed coco, for what it is and what it can be. i have never experienced a pixar film quite

like it. its the first time where i cant wait for the next pixar film after this one. a great thematic mix and you
cant help but fall in love with them. for a family film, it is doing something that no other family film has, it is
emotionally engaging and has a lot to say, it has been anticipated and reviewed very well so it is the film to

see. coco is a film that is honestly hard to describe. it is one of the most emotional and artful films pixar
have ever made that is very family friendly. it is beautiful to see and it is emotional. it is truly an amazing

movie. extramovies.casa is the best website to download bollywood and hollywood movies in hd. we provide
movies in two format 720p & 1080p in hd. here you can also watch movies online directly. we provide
various download links to download movies. torrent and google drive download links are also available.
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